DEMO ALL HVAC VENTS IN PATIENT ROOMS, TOILET ROOMS, GROUP AND DINING ROOMS.

TYPICAL TO ALL PATIENT ROOMS - CONSTRUCT STAINLESS STEEL COVERS OVER THE BOTTOM OF THE TOILET TO COVER THE WATER VALVE.

TYPICAL TO ALL ROOMS - VERIFY ALL SCREWS ARE THE SAME TAMPER RESISTANT TYPE.

TYPICAL TO ALL ROOMS - REMOVE ALL CEILING TRACK IN PATIENT ROOMS.

TYPICAL TO ALL ROOMS - REMOVE ALL PAPER TOWEL DISPENSERS, BULLETIN BOARDS AND TOILET PAPER DISPENSERS.

TYPICAL TO ALL PATIENT ROOMS - REMOVE ALL DOOR HARDWARE.

TYPICAL TO ALL ROOMS - REMOVE ALL EYE BOLTS BY BED AT BASE OF WALL.

TYPICAL TO ALL PATIENT ROOMS - CONSTRUCT STAINLESS STEEL COVERS OVER THE BOTTOM OF THE TOILET TO COVER THE WATER VALVE.

TYPICAL TO ALL PATIENT ROOMS - REMOVAL ALL CARPET AND RUBBER BASE.
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In patient toilet rooms remove all existing grab bars, mirror, toilet paper and paper towel dispensers.

New Mirrors - ONLY toilet rooms
- Plaskolite 16"x30" 1/4" abrasion resistant acrylic mirrors.

New ligature resistant grab bars.

GENERAL NOTES:
Remove and replace screws with tamper resistant screws. Allow for 25 screws per room.
Patch and paint any holes left over from removing curtain track and all items from walls.

Add shroud to existing PTAC unit. Use allowance in the addendum #1 documents.

Remove and replace diffuser with Anemostat SV432.

Remove rubber maid computer unit and medication scanner from wall. DO NOT throw unit away.

Remove existing door and hardware from bathroom. Install a hinge filler plate with tamper resistant screws on door frame.
GENERAL NOTES:

- Remove and replace diffuser with Anemostat SV452.
- Add shroud to existing PTAC unit. Use allowance in the addendum #1 documents.
- Remove existing curtain track, cut down to 4’ long and replace in front of toilet room entry.
- In patient toilet rooms remove all existing grab bars, mirror, toilet paper and paper towel dispensers.
  REPLACE WITH:
  New ligature resistant grab bars SEE 103.1
  New Mirrors - ONLY toilet rooms - Plaskolite
  16"x30" 1/4" abrasion resistant acrylic mirrors.
- Remove existing door and hardware from bathroom. Install a hinge filler plate with tamper resistant screws on door frame.
- Remove rubber maid computer unit and medication scanner from wall. DO NOT throw unit away.
- Remove and replace screws with tamper resistant screws. Allow for 25 screws per room.
- Patch and paint any holes left over from removing curtain track and all items from walls in patient room and toilet room.
Phase 1: There needs to be an emergency exit in infection control barrier.
Phase 2:
Phase 3: The group activity room needs to be turned over to the unit before the rest of the phase is complete.
Phase 4: Rooms 768, 768A & 768B needs to be turned over to the unit before the rest of the phase is complete.
Phase 5: The nurses station needs to be completed during consecutive night shifts. During the day time there are too many staff members.
Phase 1: There needs to be an emergency exit in infection control barrier.
Phase 2: 
Phase 3: The day room and nurses station need to be turned over to the unit before the rest of the phase is complete.
Phase 4: 
Phase 5: 
Phase 6: There needs to be an emergency exit in infection control barrier.
Phase 7: 
Phase 8: The day room, med room and nurses station need to be turned over to the unit before the rest of the phase is complete.
Phase 9: 
Phase 10: 
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